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will not be published. Required fields are marked * Comment Name * Email * Website Currently you have JavaScript disabled. In order to post comments, please make sure JavaScript and Cookies are enabled, and reload the page.Click here for instructions on how to enable JavaScript in your
browser.Jason Hess / iStock / Getty Images When your car is about to roll over, you need a T-bone crash. What is a T-bone crash? The most common type of frontal crash, the T-bone crash, occurs when a vehicle crashes into the side or rear of another. The T-bone crash is more violent than a
fender bender. It is typically seen in the following situations: Driving onto a busy highway Driving over a pothole, or onto a curb or parking lot median Stopping at an intersection and hitting another car Driving into a slow moving vehicle Stopping at a red light and hitting an oncoming vehicle
Skidding Driving onto wet pavement What causes a T-bone crash? The most common reason that causes a T-bone crash is driving too fast for road conditions. A 2012 study conducted in the United States reported that almost every crash -- over 1.3 million -- can be attributed to driving under the
influence of alcohol or another drug. Another study of over 30,000 crash reports showed that about a third of crashes are caused by driver impairment. Other reasons why a T-bone crash might occur: Being in a heated verbal dispute with a passenger Going too fast for a bad weather situation
Stopping or starting to brake as another vehicle is cutting in Some drivers have been known to lose control of their vehicle, especially when a series of quick and rapid events occur. A vehicle that is out of control might slam into another vehicle or structure, skid out of control, spin out, or stop
suddenly. What are the T-bone crash symptoms? There are five main
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